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Our tools
Here’s some quick links to the tools referred to within this document:
Access EAP (https://www.accesseap.com.au)
Asana (https://asana.com/)
Geekbot (https://geekbot.com)
Gmail (https://www.google.com/gmail)
Google Calendar (https://www.google.com/calendar)
Google Hangouts (https://hangouts.google.com/webchat/start)
Google Sheets (https://www.google.com/sheets)
Harvest (https://www.getharvest.com)
Jira (https://www.atlassian.com/software/jira)
Miro (https://miro.com)
Pocket (http://pocketbyrex.com)
Pomodoro Tracker (https://pomodoro-tracker.com)
Rex (https://www.rexsoftware.com)
Slack (https://slack.com)
Zendesk (https://www.zendesk.com)
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Zoom (https://zoom.us)

Background
On 12 March 2020, the World Health Organization
declared the Coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak a
pandemic. We’ve been monitoring the situation to
best respond as the situation evolves. There are
certain things we can do to help minimise risk and
prevent the spread of the disease. While we’re
mindful of remaining calm, it’s important that we
take the risks seriously and follow advice from
health organisations.
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Your health and safety is our main priority and we
want to be prepared for what to do if the situation
escalates and how to respond at the various stages.

Scope
This policy covers guidelines for working from home
across teams during the Coronavirus pandemic.
• It is to be read in conjunction with the Coronavirus Leave Policy.
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• This policy will be in place until advised otherwise.

General policy
Based on our Coronavirus Leave Policy,
you may need to work from home during the
coming weeks.
If you are working from home in the coming
weeks, we want to make sure you’re safe and
motivated and that our teams are cohesive and
communicating often and well.
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We’re intending that this be a living document and
that it’s updated on a regular basis as the situation
evolves and we learn more about how we can all
work together while partially / fully remote.

The basics

When you should work from home
Take a look at the Coronavirus Leave Policy for when to work from home
and who / how to notify when you’re doing it.
Heads will maintain an active staff register daily Google Sheets to keep a
central view of each team member’s status.

Equipment you’ll need

1

Confirm with your Head and Office Manager what you need
(likely a laptop, charger, display, keyboard and/or mouse)

2

Sign register to take home equipment

3

Take equipment to your home using an Uber or a personal car
(avoid public transport)

4

Make sure you look after equipment – they’re your responsibility
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We’ll provide you with equipment to take home so that you can
work productively. When taking equipment we’ll need you to follow
the process below:

Best practice for
working remotely

Tools for team comms
Because we can’t turn to the person next to us, or observe when
someone might need help, working remotely will need more frequent and
quality communication within and between our teams. These are a set of
guidelines for general comms, etiquette and what tools to use, when.

Slack
• Communicate info that isn’t directly
actionable: Send non-urgent info /
announcements / random chat about the
best Spotify playlist or whatever with your
Rex friends.
• Communicate / give background on a task
or request that is stored somewhere else
(Rex Internal, Asana, Jira, Zendesk, Email).
• Ask quick questions (that take 2-3 minutes
for a full response). If you think it might take
longer – consider a video call or email.
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Generally, you should
use Slack to:

Slack
Notes about Slack:

• Consider sitting on it: Before you ask
someone a question, consider reflecting on
it for 5-10 minutes. If you still can’t work it
out and you still think it matters go wild.
• Be considerate of people’s time: If you’re
asking a question from someone who might
be time poor, consider whether you:
– could instead find the answer by
doing some background research
or
– ask another person.

Updates when you start and through the day
• Update your Slack status daily and
throughout the day to let everyone know
where you are [Working From Home, Sick,
In office, At Lunch].
• If you’re out sick, set up an Out of Office
email to let people know that you’re not
working and when you’ll be back.
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During this time
of increased work
from home:

Phone calls
Sounds crazy but let’s
pick up the phone!

Please be sure to update your Slack profile
with your personal phone number and update
Office Manager if your number has changed.
All Heads will have access to Rex Internal and
Pocket to be able to easily jump on a phone
call with team members when needed.

Video calls
• Always opt for a video call over long Slack
threads. As a general rule, if there are more
than 20 replies on a Slack thread, jump on
a call.
• General etiquette:
– Turn up on time for scheduled calls.
– Mute yourself when you’re not
talking and unmute yourself when
you want to speak.
• If you need to be more collaborative, you
might like to use a 3rd party tool like Miro
(http://www.miro.com) to run whiteboarding
sessions and retros. Your Head/Product
Manager should be able to take the lead on
this or similar tools.
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• Dress for a video call as you would for the
office. If you wouldn’t turn up to work in
what you’ve got on, it’s probably time for
a quick costume change before you jump
on a call. PJs/singlets/robes/Halloween
costumes all other times at your discretion.

Zoom

You can access Zoom for free, with some
limitation around duration of call and number
of users. It’s best used for small or 1:1 calls. A
number of people (20) have paid accounts and
may choose to facilitate meetings with zoom.

Google Hangouts

Google has built in conference support which
can be added to a Calendar event by selecting
the ‘Add conferencing’ drop down list when
creating an event (see screenshot below).
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Tools

Health & Safety
Working from home has a few other challenges that we want you to be
ready for when it comes to your health and safety.

Working from home form
All of you need to have completed a ‘Be safe when working
from home’ form to make sure you know what you need at your
work setup at home.

Workspace setup
We want to want to make sure you have a setup that’s comfortable and
ergonomic, as you’ll be spending a lot of time sitting there!
It’s best if your workspace is a dedicated space just for work. It should
be comfortable and practical, but it’s also important to have a mental
distinction between work and life. The #1 tip is not to work from the
couch or in bed!
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Please use the below as a guide for setting up your work area.

Maintaining a routine/balance
1

Starting your day the same way you would if you were heading
into the office will help to get you into a work mindset. Shower,
eat breakfast and get dressed as normal and sit at your workspace
when you’re ready to get started.

2

Take regular quick breaks (using timer apps if that helps - eg
Pomodoro Tracker - https://pomodoro-tracker.com). Regular breaks
like quick chats and cups of tea will be missing when working from
home, so it’s important to take these little sanity breaks in other
ways. Avoid getting carried away with household tasks - that could
be a time warp.

3

If you’re taking a lunch break, take a break away from your
workspace. Eat outside, go for a walk or call a friend.

4

Set expectations with anyone who will be home with you. It might
be helpful to lay some ground rules about when you’re working and
what you need from family or flatmates to be productive.

1

Make sure you have enough food available at home so you can
eat well throughout the day, especially if you can’t go out because
of isolation. Remember to eat real food (maybe healthy!) and not
just snacks.

2

Drink lots of water.

3

Get up and move around, do some stretches.
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Physical activity and food

1

It may start to feel lonely if you’re not coming into the office every
day or you’re unable to leave home.

2

We’ll aim to have things in place to make sure teams are constantly
communicating from a work/sprint perspective but you’ll also be
missing out on daily interactions with friends and random LOLs
around the office.

3

If you need to have a laugh or a chat, reach out to your work friends
by Slack or ask for a call. The Heads will be conscious to check in
as much as possible, but if you’re struggling, find someone you trust
to have a chat about it - whether that’s friends and family outside
work, friends at work, HR, Office Manager or your Head.

4

If you need some more support you can always contact Access EAP
(https://www.accesseap.com.au) on 1800 81 87 28.
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Mental health

How teams
should work
together
To make sure our teams are all successful we’ll be asking
you all to communicate regularly and in a structured
way. Clear and constant communication is especially
important when working remotely: it lets us confidently
continue with our work knowing that we’re all talking
about the same things and understand what’s expected
of us.
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The following steps address how we’ll report updates
within teams, between teams and to the Heads team.
The Heads team will consolidate reporting and aim to
communicate constantly so they can work together with
Anton and Alex to support everyone in the team.

The following activities apply to all teams at Rexlabs, including
Product teams, Foundation teams and Discipline teams.
All of the below activities form part of your core work
responsibilities and are a part of your working from home
practice. We’ll expect everyone to follow this framework it’s been designed to best support us all in working effectively
from home.

Please make sure that you are online and working during our normal
working hours (8.30am to 5pm OR 9am to 5.30pm) so that your
fellow team members can get in touch with you when they need to
and that meetings can start on time and be productive.
If something comes up or you’ve agreed a special schedule with
your Head – keep your team in the know.
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Daily updates & communications
Slack
We use Slack as our main tool for internal comms. Each day, you should:
• Update your Slack statuses [Working From Home, Sick, In office,
At Lunch] - this lets the team to clearly see where we all are.
` TIP: You can also sync your status for meetings with Google
Calendar by installing the Google Calendar app in Slack. This
will then set your status to “In A Meeting”, “Out of Office”, etc.
automatically.
• Where possible, we suggest avoiding having detailed discussions in
private chats / channels. Using a public channel means everyone in
your team will be across conversations and are able to provide input or
just context for later chats. Consider tagging people that you want in
the loop.
• Think about turning notifications on for your product team channel
(e.g. #spoke-product, #alfred, etc) and discipline team channels (e.g.
#design-team, #developers, etc), as well a #general.
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• If you meet with your team via Zoom or Google Hangouts, take detailed
notes and get someone to post/link the outcomes from the meeting
and any notes to the relevant Slack channel. This helps people in the
meeting remember what happened and those that weren’t at the
meeting to get context if they need to.

Geekbot
All teams will have a Geekbot (https://geekbot.com) app installed. If you’re
not using it already, Geekbot is a cool Slack app where teams can get
questions at the start of each day and ask how they think their work is
going and what they’re planning on doing for the day.
• Geekbot should be completed before a team Stand Up each day, and
used as the basis for the Stand Up discussion.
• Questions should include a check in on how team members are feeling,
as well as letting the team know where the team member will be
working from that day [At Home, The Office, Somewhere Else].
• When you’re writing your updates - think about giving enough detail to
explain to your team what you’re working on that day and how you’re
feeling in general. Give enough detail to be useful, but also be mindful
of overloading each other.

Stand Ups via Zoom or Google Hangouts
Many teams run stand ups. For remote working the team should make sure
there’s an open video line so people working remotely can dial in and share
their update.
• Teams should have their stand up meeting as close to the start of the
working day as possible.
• Some helpful Agile/Scrum questions you could answer during a standup
(most relevant for product teams) – What did you do yesterday to meet the Sprint Goal.
– What are you doing today to meet the Sprint Goal.
– Are there any blockers in achieving today’s work towards the
Sprint Goal?
– If you’re working on tasks that don’t directly impact the sprint
goal, it’s helpful to provide some brief context as to why.
• Stand Ups should ideally be 15 minutes or less. In depth conversations
should be parked to the end of the stand up and relevant parties remain
online to speak if relevant.
• Teams can agree on whether they use Zoom or Google Hangouts based
on their preferences.
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• We recommend that each team has a specific dial in link to reuse each
day to make it easy to jump on. This can be, for example, the Product
Manager’s personal meeting ID if using Zoom.

Harvest & RAPS
Make sure you update your Harvest timesheets every day. Aim to include
a reasonable amount of detail as to what you have been working on.

Farmbot is our internal Slack bot that connects to your harvest
account (it will run you through the authentication process the first
time you run it) and creates RAPS for you based on that. You can
then manually accept the proposed RAPS and Farmbot will send the
appropriate Slack channel. If you’re not sure how this works or how
to get going - chat to your Head.
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` Important - Once your Harvest is updated, use Farmbot (via /
Farmbot summary command in Slack) to post your Harvest activity
to Slack at the end of each day.

Weekly check-ins
15/5 reports
Each week, the following activities will be undertaken by all teams
at Rexlabs:
• In keeping with our current process, your 15/5 report should be
sent every two weeks on a Thursday night, before you finish up
for the day.
• Try to make your 15/5s detailed. They’re intended to give your team
leaders some great insights, to make sure you’re heard and that any
issues are addressed. Include what you’ve been working on over the
last week, what you’ll be working on in the next week, any roadblocks
or difficulties and any general notes you want to pass along. If you’re
already super detailed in your geekbot summaries - do this at a
high level.
• Send to your usual recipients.
` For more information on 15/5 reports read Anton’s blog post
(https://www.rexsoftware.com/blog/hacking-your-business-15-5reports/)

One on ones
Each week, your Head will check in with you over a 15 to 30 minute
video call.
One on ones are a great opportunity for you to talk openly with your
team Head.
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To make the most of it - take 5-10 minutes ahead of your chat to pull
together an idea of what you’d like to discuss. One on ones are aimed at
making sure you’re doing well and that you have all the tools and support
you need to be successful.
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Resources

How to Embrace Remote Work, Trello
https://info.trello.com/hubfs/How_To_Embrace_Remote_Work_
Trello_Ultimate_Guide.pdf




How to Work From Home: 20 Tips From People Who Do It
Successfully
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/productivity-tips-working-fromhome




6 Ways to Stay Motivated When You Work from Home
https://www.rewire.org/work/stay-motivated-work-home/




How to Stay Healthy When You Work from Home
https://medium.com/swlh/how-to-stay-healthy-when-you-work-fromhome-c7f6c3b7a56a




Writing Workshop
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1bRBFyCO_
HvaaWC9P2zwt4E5epf6RXsNfm81eUeb85d4/edit?usp=sharing
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